Shape Up US “SHAPES” THE FUTURE
HEALTH & WELLNESS

OF OUR CHILDREN
HIP HOP HEALTHY HEART PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN™

by Jyl Steinback

Healthy students get better grades, miss fewer days of school, and behave better in class. But childhood obesity is
running rampant in America, and niche programs focused only on physical education or nutrition have not worked.

So, how do we turn this around?
By building a culture of health with an
integrated, whole child approach that
focuses on physical, mental, financial
and social well-being.

That’s why we developed the Hip Hop
Healthy Heart Program For Children™,
an integrated, sustainable curriculum
that helps create healthier students and
their families.
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Let’s look at one of the
Hip Hop Program modules to
illustrate how this approach works.
The PLANT POWER! – Plant-Based
Nutrition for Healthy Kids
module includes:
UNIT 1: Let’s Eat! A whole-food,
plant-nutritious approach
UNIT 2: Fruits!
UNIT 3: At the Root of It All!
UNIT 4: Growlin’ for Grains!
UNIT 5: Make Room for Legumes!
UNIT 6: Let’s Hear It for Veggies!
A PLANT POWER! WORKSHOP
HIP HOP HEALTHY
HEART PROGRAM FOR
CHILDREN™ IS THE
SOLUTION TO LIFESTYLE
AND BEHAVIORAL
CHANGES!
Plant-Based Spotlight
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